I. INTRODUCTION
Theory of timing diagram is one of the main parts of the design theory of automatic machines. A detailed analysis of the works on the theory of timing diagram performed prior to 1965 is given in [1] .
Timing diagram is a sequence of machine operations performed by mechanisms depending on the angular displacement of the main shaft. Timing diagram allows determining to the state of dwell or motion of each of the executive body at any position of the main shaft, see Fig. 1 [2] . Analysis of the methods of synthesis and analysis of mechanisms timing diagram automatic machine [3] - [10] showed the need for further development of optimization methods timing diagram, taking into account the accuracy of manufacture and mechanisms of automatic machine connections executive for the displacement mechanisms, dynamics of automatic machine. Timing diagram machines can be represented as vector polygons [11] and [12] , see Fig. 2 . We replace the segments linear timing diagram of the vector. Vector directed sequentially from one position to another position of mechanism. We denote the vector of the letter The projection of the vectors of connection to the X-axis is the amount of delay activation mechanism, and the projection on the Y axis is the difference between the displacements of mechanisms.
II. VECTOR MODEL OF TIMING DIAGRAM AUTOMATIC MACHINE
We impose the timing diagram mechanisms at each other with zero vectors O (see Fig. 2 .) connecting the boundary points timing diagram mechanisms for the Y axis.
Set up a system of vector equations describing the works of mechanisms automatic machine, see Fig. 2 .
where
Project the vector equations (1) on the axis X and Y. 
On the phase angles of actuation of mechanisms  To compile the equations of motion mechanisms for automatic machine dynamic model, see Fig. 3 , we use of Lagrange equations [13] :
where 1 2 , ,..., This dynamic model is described by the following equations 
. Vector timing diagram of automatic machine with two cams mechanisms. Fig. 5 shows vector timing diagram of automatic machine, which is described by the following equations: 11 12 21 22
We project (8) on the x, y 
The expressions (9-11) allow you to vary the phase angles and displacements of mechanisms of automatic machine, without disrupting their normal work.
To establish the connection between the equations describing of joint work of the mechanisms of automatic machine (9) (10) (11) and the dynamic equations (7), we write the functions of position and the transfer functions of mechanisms of automatic machine, see Fig. 6 , as follows: 
Coefficients of the displacement, the velocity, the acceleration of mechanism in j -position.
Equations (12), (13) 
